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Rave Reviews
Praise for earlier editions of this book:
“Absolutely the Social Security bible.”
Mary Beth Franklin, Investor News
“Everyone between 60 and 68 needs this book. This book
allowed me to get $50,000 more in benefits that I did not know I
could get!” —top rating
Amazon.com reader
“Out of six books that I've read about Social Security this is by
far the best.” —top rating
Amazon.com reader
—top rating

“Worth every penny. This is the Bible of Social Security books.”

Amazon.com reader

“…an excellent job … easy and enjoyable to read. I was impressed enough with it that
I am switching to this book as required reading for two classes I am the instructor for.”
—top rating
Professor, College for Financial Planning
“Fantastic resource on all things Social Security!!! As a Certified Financial Planner®, I
have referenced this book numerous times to help plan with my clients. The book is written
in easy to understand language and covers pretty much anything you need to know. He
uses great examples and provides many links to additional resources. This is a must-have
for anyone in the financial services industry or anyone who wants to truly maximize
and understand their benefits.” —top rating
Tom Faley, CFP®, http://tomfaley.com/
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Rave Reviews
“One of the most complete and clearly-presented books ever
written on the vitally important subjects of Social Security and
Medicare. This books tells it all, clearly, for all to understand.”
—top rating
Amazon.com reader
“Great resource for professionals. This should be mandatory
reading for rookie as well as veteran financial planners. The
author lays out the often confusing "world" of Social Security in an
understandable and entertaining fashion. The book's title says it all.”
—top rating
David Koch, CFP®
“Best explanation of Social Security I've ever seen in print. I'm a
retired Social Security Claims Representative and I rate this book as
the best explanation of Social Security benefits I've ever seen.
The writer's style is great and he has a nice, friendly approach. It's not an easy subject, but
he explains things in a simple, understandable fashion.” —top rating
Amazon.com reader
“For anyone who is approaching eligibility, [this book] is a very useful resource.
Recommended.”
Midwest Book Review
“Absolutely fabulous!! My husband ordered this. This book gave information he had not
found anywhere else and now that he's 62, we want to know exactly what our benefits are.
We have an adult disabled son and this book explained some critical information that even
our attorney did not know (or failed to tell us) that could affect SS benefits (in a positive way)
if our son's disability is deemed severe enough for the special rules.” —top rating
Amazon.com reader

“Landis does for Social Security what J.K. Lasser and others have done for taxes—
provide reliable, understandable, and comprehensive guidance.”
Booklist
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